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Spanish/ English bilingual kindergarten teachers and par-
ents .ierving as instructional aides in the same bilingual
education classrooms served as subjects. Audio-video record-
ings of small-group instruction sessions of teachers and
parents were subjected to a lesson discourse analysis. Of
interest was the qualitative character of teacher/parent
interaction with specific attent:on to linguistic and cognitive
attributes. Results indicated that both teacher and parent
discourse is highly "teacher" oriented, with both parents and
teachers dominating lesson discourse and keeping children to
tile topic. Such a similarity between teachers and parents is
discussed with regard to language development n..?eds of
language minority s..idents in early childhood.

The stud! of language continues zo unfold increasing
complexities in theories of linguistics, cognition, and socializa-
tion. What was once a study of linguistic structure, for example,
has become today an interactive study of linguistic, psychologi-
cal, and sociill domains, each important in its own right, but
together converging in broader attempts to construct and
rcconstruct the nature of language. These converging perspectives
acknowledge the multifaceted nature of social interaction (Garcia,
1983

A primary issue in language teaching for ethnolinguistic
children is understanding interaction. Children from different
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linguistic cultures will use language in ways that reflect their
different developmental environments (Hymes, 197.0. For exam-
ple, a child from a Mexican American or Native American family
will not necessarily talk about the same things, or us,.' language

accomplish the same functions as a child from an urban black
or Anglo family. It is crucial that any language instruction
strategy used should not penalize children for speaking the
language of their environment. At the same time, it is also
necessary to assess the differences between hildren's current
language use and that which vill be demanded by differing
segments of the children's future societies.

keeping in mind that language' is a key requisite for educating
childrenfor without language, education as we know it would
not existit is important that we distinguish between the form of
a child's language and the function served by that language.
More than a decade ago, William Labor (1970) identified this
duality in his research on "Black English," when he identified
two aspect.; of the problem:

1. Snuctural conflicts of standard and nonstandard English:
interference with learning ability stemming from a mis-
match of linguistic structures.

2. Functional conflicts of standard and nonstandard English:
interference with the desire to learn standard English
stemming from a mismatch in the functions that stun lard
and nonstandard English perform in a given culture. (p. 6)

Lahov identified numerous functional conflicts between the
nonstandard English of the urban black children he studied and
the standard English demanded by the school. For example,
Labor found that many of the children he studied were 'unwilling
to answer questions to which the questioner obviously knew the
answer. Thus an adult, holding up a picture of a helicopter and
saying to a child, "What's this?" was likely to get either no
answr r or the response, "I don't know." It is impossible to say in
this situation whether the child really doesn't know or is
reasoning that the question is too easy "Anybody knows what
that is. There must be some catch to this. I will protect myself by
not answering until I know more about what's going on here."
This protection strategy is frequently employed by urban black
children, and yet their silences or "don't know" answers are
interpreted as eviience of cognitive or language delay. Getwshi
(1981), in a study of bilingual Mexican-American children in
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California, gave further weight to Labov's cxample. She pointed
out that the children in her study switched languages (from
English to Spanish or vice-versa) depending on their impressions
of the listener's strongest language. She reported that what
seemed at first glance a disturbed language-switching situation
became a systematic interactional discourse strategy that maxim-
ized comtnunicat ion.

The expansion of language theory to incorporate an interest in
both language form and function is not a recent development. In
1970, Cai.d.m wrote:

Study 0.. e acquisition of language has ben based on the assumption that
%drat had to be described and explained was the acquisition of a repei mire of
responses (in the tc rminolot;) of behaviorism) or the inquisition of a finite set
of rules fen constructing utterances tin the 1(1 minolugy of developmental
psych(linguistits). On this assumption, the school language problems of
hart -t lass I hilthen can have two explanations: either they have in (tuned less
language than middle-( lass rhilthen, of the) have inquired a different
language. he less-language explanation has been given vatious names
( uhural drprilython. deficit hypothe.si.s vacuum ideologyall with the same
connotation of a nonverbal child somehow emptier of language than his
more' -so( iallyforttmate age mates. The diffewm-language explanation is
1011(11111y argued by William StewatI and Joan Bann,. It states that all
children inquire language but that many children especially lower-class
blink c hildrenat quite a dialect of English so different in squirm-al
(grammatit al) features that rommunit anon in school. !Hall (tal and mitten,
is setions1) impaitd by that Litt alone.... Both the less language and
different-language r iews of (hild language are inadequate on two «runts.
Enst. the) speak onl) of patterns of stint twirl hums and ignore patterns ril
1.15t 111 ac tail Sli( h Sr( 11 the ( !Calif!, 01111 one'
1V,I) to speak, whit h is teflet ted in the same fashion and to the same extent at
all times. On both theoretical and plat Beal wounds, we tan no lunge' at tept
such limitations. (pp. 81-82. 83)

What Ca/den was calling for is au important view of language, a
locus on how the child meets the dellIalq1S of situations in which
language is used.

Moreover, within the last few years. research in language
acquisition has shifted from the study of one native language
(Brown, 1973: ( =ontalet, 1970) to the comparative study of
children from divet..e linguistic societies (Bowettnan, 1975:
Brainy, 1976: DurAn, 1981). The study ieported herein deals with
young children in classtoom situations in which then native
language, Spanish, and second language. English, are used as
media of instruction by their parents (serving as tea( hems' aides)
and the regular ( lassroom teacher.
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THE PROBLEM

This study provides an analysis of a set of audio-video-
recorded, teacher-child and mother-child interactions that were
studied to determine the instructional characteristics of the
interactions. Specifically, I sought to identify which aspects of
these interactions were similar to previous conceptual treatments
of teacher-student interactions during formal instruction time
(lessons) at microinteractional levels (Whim, 1979). This type of
analysis is based on the notion that teaching is a fundamental act
of discourse (Garcia & Carrasco, 1981).

With respect to the empirical determination of whether mothers
engage in teaching situations, two preinvestigatory considerations
strongly suggested an affirmative response. First, all the mothers
and children in this study were part of the bilingual/bicultural
effort, which was voluntary in nature. Therefore, it was clear that
mothers were very much interested in their children learning both
language,. Second, all mothers served as instructors on a
cooperative basis. Their duties included both curriculum develop-
ment and implementation. Therefore, although professional
guidance was provided, all mothers served essentially as teachers
in the school. These preconditions, which indicate that the
mothers were involved in an instructional process during the
mother-child interactions, form the data for the study.

In performing an empirical analysis of mothers serving as
instructors, the Mehan interactional analysis model for analyzing
the sequential organization of speech acts within classroom
lessons was used. This model concentrates on the sequential
characteristics of teacher initiations, followed by student
responses and teacher evaluations. 'This form of interaction
analysis takes into consideration the teacher and student
utteran«;, tor lc selection, and conversational managonent in
turn taking. I hypothesized that the original Mehan model of
instructional imeraction sequencing would assist in describing
the similarities and differences for the present mother-student and
teacher-student interactions. However, some modification of the
Whim model was necessary to accommodate the conversational
data I actually encountered (see Table 1).

As indicated earlier, the present analysis is based on results
reported by Mehan (1979) regarding elementary teaching styles.
Specifically, Mehan found that elementary teachers when "giving
a lesson" tend to.
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1. Begin a topic-oriented 111511.11Clional exchange between
themselves and their students by an elicitation statement (for
example, "What color is this block?"). Mehan had divided
these elicitation statments into four categories that
depended on the cognitive complexity of the intended
response: (1) choice, (2) product, (3) process, and (4) meta-
process. (See Table 1 for specific definitial characteristics.) At
times, teachers also use directives ("point to the red block")
or iiiforinatives ("this is a block") in their lessons. Directives
and informatives are used less often and are not intended to
elicit a student response, and

2. Terminate topic-oriented instructional exchanges between
themselves and their students with an evaluation statement,
such as, "That was excellent." Table 1 pr.'sents specific
categories of such teacher replies.

I-low do students perform during their lessons? In response to
the topic-oriented teacher elicitations, students tend most often to
reply in Accordance with the teacher's elicitation. However, they
ma) als, : (1) not reply, (2) attempt to change the topic (and
therefore bid to control the discourse topic), or (3) react in a
!native manner, repeat the previous teacher statement, or
indicate nonunderstanding of the teacher statement. Table 1

details so) possit,'... replies.
Mehan describes tin "total" lesson discourse with the following

interaction model.

Teacher Elicitation 4

Child Reply 47::*_,

Teacher Reply

Most formal lessons follow the solid lines of the diagrammed
model: teat het elit its, students reply, anti teachet replies.
However, the dotted lines indicate that at times the instruction is
tut stunt when the teacher does not reply, as illustrated below..

"What colt)! is this leacher Eli( nation
"Red." Child's Reply
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Table 1
Definition of interactional characteristics for the modified
Mohan system

I. Teat het Moshe( Initiations
A. lit itations

I. (Amite: lit nation ;lit in whit li the itlitiatot plovides tusponses iii
elicitation itself. ("Is it blue of green ?")

2. Pt mint t: An eh( itation t to %chit h the lsponclm is to plovid fat tual
!spous. ("Vhat is this?")

:. Plotess: An lic nation at t whit It asks the irspontlent tot ()pinions and
inlet ptelations. ("('hays he doing?")

I. Nlta-plotess: flu elititation at t which asks the Tespontlent to
Idly( live on the litotes., of lasoning itself ("h) dot's lir;*/

li. Duet lives: These ai ptpalatoi ext hanges designed to lia tespondnis
take specific at Pons. ("Look bete. ")

(:. Info)ntatives Acts 111;11 pass on infotination, faits. opinions, of ideas.(his thss is blue.")
(:Iiild RepI
A. No 1(111): Child does not answer initiation iu Is, silence lot a 2-sr«ntd

pet iod.
B. Topit

1. (Amite: Choi( t. tespons t('levant to the initiator mint ("blue")
.)itit.tit t response televant to the initiator topic. ("tat")2. I I

with3. Notess: 1'totess tesponst. teltAant to the initialot's !vit. ("plaing
a dog.")

I. Nlta-pit. Meta-pitu ess lsponst iltAani to the initiator's !twit.
((:;1115t his not matd.")
(Responses weir also stored: I if illltV;1111 In lopit and 2 it
telvant to the initiator's plions itipit .1

C. 1;41: These «institute statements whit Ii attempt to gain the Hoot that is.
kluge the topit. These tan he tonsiticied as initiation ti the hilt!.

('''S hint is this:")
1). Real Pon: Negative acts taken in tesponse to .1 di,et cite. ("I don't want

to.)
Reptition: trprais the 1)1(.5 ions mothet statement: (I) paitiall. (2)
exat (3) expanded.

1. 1)on't nutlet stand: Child militates he did not tindis and

het NItithei Reply
.k. Repetition: NIoilit trpats pitliotts t hild ( I) paitiall). (2)

exat II , (3) cxy.ttitivtl.
B. 1.%alodnon: Nloihrt (II : «In% (po+iti%t.) o) (2) irj(4 ineg:111 inc lulls

child umlaut ("( ).K., (hit.% gootr: "not Olin %co...)
(:. gnii in it.sponst It) lilt OM( I, ith ()1111)1(14: ()I

1111%1111tIll q HAI 1(1)1 It's. air du.")
1). (:hild Topit Initiator. Initialing %lawmen's in iesponse to initiations

the t hilt!. (.1 hest wen catlii designated as ( :hilt} Bids.) (Hien. alt Iwo
Pgris.")

7
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At othyr times the um-king(' may be extended:
"IVhat color is this?"
"I think it is red."
"That's right."
"Do you like red?"
"I love red.-

Teacher Elicitation
Child Reply
Fracher Reply
(lild Reply
Teacher Reply

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Using the above analytical scheme, the present analysis was to
assess the instructional style of the teachers and parents serving as
teachers. Specifically, the following questions were asked:

1. What type of instructional style does the parent use when
formally fulfilling the role of classroom instructor?

2. Does the parents' instructional style differ from that reported
for teachers with the saute student (kindergarten) popula-
tion?

3. Does the parents' instructional style differ from that of the
"regular- teacher in the same classroom?

SELECTION OF PARTICIPANTS

"lit participate in the study, children and mothers were selec ted
from bilingual education kindergarten classrooms at three schools
in the Phoenix El -mentary School District. Specific selection of
children and motiiers who would participate in the study was
dependent on the availability of a parent or grandparent to serve
as a parent, teacher for at least two afternoons a week, and the
cvillingness of the parent or giandparent to serve as a parent,
tea( -11(T.

11'ben these conditions were met, student and parent partici-
pants wene selected randomly. e 111111111MM of 6 patents and a
maximum of 10 parents per classtoom wete selected as
participants.

METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION

Because it Was not prat tical to audio-video retold all patent,
teachers, two were selected from each classroom. These were
select ' randomly [tom a list of patent 'teachers provided by the
teachet in each classroom. In addition, each teacher was also
audio -video rewided fot purposes of teaching style analysis. The
teachers and parents selected for observ:ion were scheduled for
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audio-video tape recordings during small-group lessons once
every two weeks for a total period of 12 weeks.

Both teachers and parents were recorded while giving two types
of lesson during each day they were observed: story-telling lessons
and skill-development lessons. Story-telling lessons centered on
the. sharing of a written or oral story. Lessons included
fictionalized material such as "Los Tres Osos," Dr. Suess, and the
like, and nonfiction material, such as "Chico de Mayo," George
Washington's biography, and other content material. Story-telling
lessons were characterized by their informality. Skill development
lessons were more organized around a specific academic skill
(color identification, phonic disciimination of sounds, and the
like). Skill-oriented lessons were more formal than the story-
telling sessions.

The two categories of lessons were derived from a ot:e-month,
preinvestigatory observation period in the classrooms. Observers
were in the classroom two to three hours, three days per week, in
an attempt to isolate discourse strategies used by children and
adults. Notes from these observations led us to distinguish
between the two types of lessons identified above.

RESULTS

Teaching Style Analysis Results: Teachers

Table 2 presents the percentages of teacher and parent/
grandparent initiations, child replies, and teacher and parent,'
grandparent replies during audio-video recorded lessons for
randomly selec ed teachers and parents. These data are presented
by language (Spanish and English) and by lesson function (story
telling or specific skill development).

Teacher initiation statements tended to be dominated by
product-type elicitations, as well as process-type elicitations, with
a smaller percentage of directives and informatives in both
languages, especially during story-telling lessons. Child replies
during these interactions were dominated by child product and
process replies to teacher initiations. Teacher replies consisted
primarily of repetitions and evaluative remarks, the latter almost
always positive. Thu teacher-student lcsson discourse style might
best be diagrammed as follows, with a heavy weight on product
and process type interaction:
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STORY TELLING:

Teacher Elic nation 4

1
Child Reply.

Teacher Reply

SKILL DEVELOPMENT:

Teacher Elicitation

111'

Child Reply

Teacher Reply - -- J
Howevei, it is important to note that teacher initiations were of

the process type (as were child replies) some 25 to 40 percent of
the time during story telling. This high level of process
interaction was not observed during specific skill-development
lessons. Moreover, the interactions for story - telling; lessons were
predominantly in English, while specific skill-development
lessims were in Spanish. These teachers conformed to !Whim's
(1979) teacher instructional patterns.

Table 2
Percentage of teacher and parent/grandparent initiation, child
reply, and teacher and parent/grandparent reply during audio-
video recorded lessons by language (Spanish or English) and
lesson function (story telling or specific skill development)

hat lu 1 Patem
( l Pmdiat Notes. NfilaPww. hdmmamr, [mai

1 in tu S F SE S F SE S F SE
'kat litg -Stu' y 0 9 27 30 90 38 9

-1 10 18 16 8 30 70
'Ira( 1u r -Skill 19 10 15 18 10 3 0 0 20 11 II 25 7ti 21

y IS I 11 3 I 16 I 0 22 27 7 2(1 40 60
PatrntSkill 11 0 lti 0 I 0 0 0 15 0 21 0 100 0

(

Durum. lifimmamr. fmalSI-11.SFSFSFSFSE
I, t St 5 5 32 3-1 33 34 1 li 12 16 I-1 5 35 65

Ilt.1 -Skill 13 7 38 :16 5 7 0 0 28 -12 Iti -1 60 40
Pait0-S69 II 12 37 21 15 10 2 0 30 53 5 27 56 11
Patent-Skill 0 39 50 8 0 0 0 37 27 8 23 91 9

Krimuum halitaimu
( . 1 i Id I m

Ivadirt Pairm
F S F i't Ititpt III !maim) 1.1[41

Krph 1 I
.11 I' \ \ ti F S F S

Trat hut -Sim 8 23 ( 7 38 25 .1 17 0 14 17 10 15 1-I 86
Thuliti -Skill 7 12 10 5 2 (1 .15 3 7 9 28 5 .1 33 66 1-1

cnt-Slm 0 33 11 0 35 5 0 7 1(1 15 22 0 25 35 6 36
Patent -Skill 0 20 9 0 75 0 20 11 25 0 0 :23 (1 ¶12 8

10
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Teaching Style Analysis Results: Parents

Initiations by parent/grandparent during specific skill-develop-
ment lessons tended to be dominated by directives and informa-
tives. For parent/grandparents, 80 percent of initiations were
either directives or informatives during these lessons. These two
categories of initiations do not encourage participation by the
child in the lesson. However, during story-telling lessons,
product (36 to 41 percent) and process (15 to 16 percent)
initiations were evident. In addition, story telling initiations were
nearly equally distributed between Spanish and English; specific
skill-development initiations were all in Spanish.

Child replies for parent/grandparent-led lessons were much
like those observed for teacher-led lessons. However, parent
replies were dominated more by bids, repetitions, and evalua-
tions. Also, parent interactions had a higher relative percentage
of child topic initiation than did teachers' interactions. Therefore,
parents tended to "follow" the child's topic-change attempts more
often than did the teachers. As an illustration, the following
lesson discourse diagram is meant to describe the parent teaching
style:

STORY TELLING:

Teacher ElicitationI

Child Reply ---1.

'Teacher Reply

SKILL DEVELOPMENT:

Teacher Elicitation 4- --

ChildiReply

leacher Reply ----
The parents' story telling style was much like that of teachers.

However. the skill-development style shown above (by using
dotted indicator lines) emphasiies that this style was dominated
by initiations. That is, because the teaching discourse was
dominated by directives and informatives a majority of the time,
the child was not often formally requested to become a
fiat ticipant in the lesson.

SUMMARY

Teachers tended to conform to NIehan's (1979) instructional
interaction strategies. Patents were much like teachers during

11
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story telling but during skill-development lessons did not elicit
child participation. However, when teachers and parents elicited
participation, they did so with product and process type
statements during story telling lessons and product type state-
ments during specific skill development lessons.

Child replies for both teacher and parent/grandparent lessons
were characterized by a high percentage of appropriate child
teplies. The occurrence of appropriate child replies was expected.
The occurrence of child bids during parent/grandparent skill
development lessons, however, continues to indicate the child's
inattentiveness or unwillingness to "hold" to the lesson topic.

Teachei and parent/grandparent replies were quite similar.
They were dominated by repetitions and evaluations. However,
parents tended to follow children's topic change bids more often
than teachers did. 'This finding is particularly interesting because
it suggests that children were more likely to gain control of the
lesson with parents than with teachers. Although instructors
should remain "in control," they should not be inflexible.
Parents may have 1.):Tn more flexible in these cases.

CONCLUSION

The study reported herein examined bilingual instructor-
student interaction under conditions in which both parents and
teachers served as instructors. Previous research with edmolingu-
istic students has suggested a potential mismatch between the
culture of the home and that of the school (Ramirez & Castarieda,
197.1). Similarly, previous research has suggested potential
discrepancies in specific styles of interaction (I,aosa, 1983:
lentella, 1981). Results Of the present study extend this previous
woo k.

The present study's analysis of instructional styles for parents
and teachers indicated that:

1. Teachers tended to provide an instructional style often
reported in the literature: they elicited student responses,
evaluated those responses within identifiably linked lesson
topics, and tended to hold students to the topic.

2. Parents' instructional style was much like that of the
teachers. However, parents tended to dominate instructional
discourse and did not elicit child participation as often as
did teachers. Parents/grandparents wete more flexible in
allowing student-oriented topic shifts than teachers.

12
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Teachers fulfilled the general expectation Mehan (1979)
reported. However, they did not invite instructional interaction in
other than the most communicatively simple mode, inviting
student participation mostly with product or choice elicitations.
This type of elicitation style may be particularly problematic for
bilingual students, who may not be challenged by this style of
instructional discourse either to use their native language or to
express more complex language functions. Nor may tin acquire
these complex functions because of the failure of instructors to
provide the opportunity for their use. It is possible that teachers
(and maybe parents\ perceive the bilingual repertoire of the child
as a debilitating characteristic and act to simplify instructional
interaction. Of course, this is but one of several possible
explanations of the phenomenon. Independent of its causal links
to a number of potential variables, the occurrence of a
noninviting instructional style is well-documented in the study.
Future work should attempt to extrapolate this style's potential
negative or positive relationship to the development of commu-
nicative competence and academic achievement.

The mother-child interaction data suggest tit:at mothers tend to
be less inviting of -tutlents' interaction at the outset of an
instructional segment, but much more inviting of a student's
efforts to change topics once the instructional interaction is set in
motion. The first finding can be related to Laosa's (1983) work
with Hispanic mothers. Laosa suggested that such differences in
discourse strategies between mother and children are a function of
schooling. He studied Hispanic mothers from several ethnic
groups and socioeconomic strata, and reported that the mother's
level of schooling was the primary factor relater to mother-child
discourse style. Specifically, he reported that the more years the
mother remained in school, the more that mother's interaction
with her preschool child resembled teacher-student interaction.
This style is much like the English style reported by Garcia and
Carrasco (1981) for bilingual Spanish-English mother-child
interaction and the style reported herein for teachers.

The present study, therefore, confirms previous work related to
the potential gap between home and school culture. It does so by
a microanalysis of instructional style of parents and teachers. The
study also extends the previous work. In particular, parent and
teacher lesson interaction with students was not found to differ
under non-skill-building contexts. In addition, parents were
much more willing to enhance interaction by responding to

13
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students' clesils to c halite from 'hose specific topics by
the ihuvius. 'I'f, het,, on the odic' hand, were nnu h mine I 'mid
ill holding NI taiciits II) Ow topic.

Further resent h 01 this type would do much ...idler to delineate
the particular eomponcnts of the home versus se 11001 culture issue
or discotifinn its importance in instructional littera( lion. Sto h
research is of pa,ticidor significance to the eilinolinguistif
bilingual SLIILit'111, whose academic future seems critically related
to the nature and success of instructional contmunication.
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